
NaviTouch® Android for RNS-510 

Ref.# NT_AND_RNS510 
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Connections diagram 
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Disassembling RNS-510 

1. Unscrew the images red circled screws (you can find them on the top, bottom and at each side of the 
metal body of the RNS-510 unit). 

2. Pull and extract carefully the head unit’s display (just some few centimeters, enough to disconnect the 
3x LCD flexos), before proceeding to remove it totally and disattach the display from the metal body of 
the unit. 
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3. Insert a screwdriver into the red circled “holes” and leverage in order to disattach the front plastic cover 
form rear’s metal cover of the display block: 

4. Remove from the display block the rear’s metal cover. 

Disassembling RNS-510 
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5. Remove the display’s image flexo by unattaching it from it’s blocking clamp (fig. 1) and save it in a 
secure place. This flexo won’t be used anymore. 

6. Touch connections must be performed like this (fig. 2): Unattach from its “OEM touch connector” 
blocking clamp the “OEM Touch flexo”. Then, connect the “Wiring harness + kit’s flexo” to the “OEM Touch 
flexo” previously released. Connect the “Additional flexo” from the kit to the “OEM Touch connector” 
blocking clamp that we have also previously released. 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 

Wiring harness 
+  

kit’s flexo 

OEM Touch 
connector 

Additional 
flexo 

OEM Touch 
flexo 

(fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
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7. Connect the “Kit’s image flexo” to the image flexo connector that we have released at the beginning of 
the process. It’s important to make sure that flexo’s orientation position is the right shown on the image 
(fig.1). You have to connect the flexo passing it through the displays rear’s metal cover. Then, we will pass 
through the metal cover holes the rest of connections coming out from the LCD panell (fig.2). 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 

Kit’s image flexo 

(fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
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8. Connecting the display’s touch flexos to the sub-board:  
First, connect the “wiring harness + kit’s flexo” (1) coming out from the display, to the sub-board’s touch 
out connector (1 “TS-OUT”). Connect the “additional flexo” (2) to the sub-board’s touch input (2 “TS-IN”). 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 
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9. Now, connectar the “LVDS cable” 
(included on the kit’s package), to the 
sub-board. Also connect the system’s 
“Touch cable” to sub-board’s the “TS-
IN (NAVI)” connector that you can find 
between the two flexo blocking 
clamps ocupped by display’s touch 
flexos. 

Touch cable 

LVDS cable 

* Sample image, without the display’s rear metal cover installed. 
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10. Next step will be to bend like image (fig. 1) shows, one of the unit’s metal body lateral tabs, in order to 
be able to take out of the unit some cables through it . 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 

11. Take out (through the hole) the “LVDS cable” and the system’s touch cable (fig. 2). 

(fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
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12. Connect the kit’s “image flexo (FROM SYSTEM BD)” side, to the unit’s main board “image flexo” 
blocking clamp (fig. 1). 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 

13. Connect the kit’s “image flexo (SUB B/D) ”central connector, to the sub-board’s central free blocking 
clamp (fig. 2). 

14. Join together again the unit’s metal body and front cover (display). 

(fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
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15. Before “closing” again the unit, extract the top cover and the CD/DVD unit. Protect with some foam the 
sub-board and its connections in order that it can remain inside the unit without being fixed with screws or 
anything else (fig. 1). 

Connecting the sub-board to the RNS-510 

16. Once the sub-board is protected and well located inside the unit, “fixed” by the pression made by the 
above’s CD/DVD unit, we can finally close again the unit by attaching again the top’s cover (fig. 2). 

(fig. 1) (fig. 2) 
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17. Using the keyboard plate, connected to the multimedia interface, press: “up”, “down”, “up” and 
“MENU” in order to be able to set the interface’s graphicel parameters (Menu of factory). It will appear a 
menu over the monitors image. 

Configuring the multimedia interface 

18. Using the keyboard plate we will move the menu selector to the “UTIL” left main category using the 
“up” and “down” buttons, then press “Sel/INPUT” to acces to the sub-menu. Select the “navi model” 
option by pressing “Sel/INPUT” and modify it for “KD-900” profile. Press “Sel/INPUT” again in order to save 
selection. This will relocate the display’s image centering it. Now, go out of the menu pressing 
“MENU/EXIT” keyboard plate button. 

19. Depending on the kind of system that is installed, it will be necessary to perform an image and touch 
calibration using its own menu. 
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